
Wrestler of the Day – October
20: Outsiders
Time for one of the most successful tag teams of all time: the Outsiders.

Other than a few house show matches in the WWF, the Outsiders never
teamed together until their time in WCW. We’ll start with one of the most
famous moments of all time at Bash at the Beach 1996.

Sting/Lex Luger/Randy Savage vs. Kevin Nash/Scott Hall/???

In case you don’t remember, the WCW guys were selected by
putting the names of the top 6 WCW wrestlers based on win/loss
record over the past I think six months or a year in a hat and
drawing them out. The others were Hogan, Taskmaster and Giant.
Hall and Nash come out alone and don’t have names yet. Tony
gives them their names here. Until then they were just the
Outsiders.

I’m not one for six man main events but this feels huge.
Partially because it is huge. Gene goes into the ring before
the WCW guys are here to find out who the third man is or for
that matter where he is. The build for the drama here is epic.
They’re milking this for everything they can.

The commentators aren’t even trying to stay unbiased which for
once is nice. Even Randy Anderson is taller than Gene. Buffer
is almost as tall as Scott Hall. Wow I didn’t realize that.
The bell rings and we actually start with a handicap match.

The paranoia of the announcers actually upgrade this, marking
the final time the WCW commentators don’t make me want a stiff
drink in the history of WCW. Luger and Hall start. Now we get
to the interesting part about a minute in. It turns into a big
brawl and Nash and Luger are in the corner. Sting launches a
Stinger Splash and nails Nash.
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He also nails Luger, whose head and neck are rammed into the
turnbuckle/bar attaching the turnbuckle to the ring. He’s OUT.
They bring out a stretcher to carry him to the back and we
have a 2-2 match with the third man on the way out. Now this
does a few things. First of all, it makes the Outsiders look
like they have a chance. Being realistic, there was no three
man combination in the world that could have beaten Sting,
Luger and Savage at this point and looked dominant.

That’s a WCW All-Star team to put it mildly and it would have
been a waste of time to try. By making it two against what
would become three, it makes WCW, the faces, at a disadvantage
as they should be (are you listening TNA?). Also, this throws
out a tiny piece of meat to the smarks as Luger and Sting had
been the top candidates to be the third man.

It opens a door for Luger coming back and never being hurt and
it opens a door for Sting to have done that on purpose. Either
way the match pretty much stops at this point while we wheel
Luger out. Tony says the Outsiders planned that somehow. That
makes no sense but whatever. Crowd is RABID here.

Savage comes in but when Nash goes for a big elbow he lands on
Savage’s head so Sting has to come in. Nash beats the tar out
of Sting as does Hall so Savage is going to get the hot tag.
There’s  no  real  penalty  or  reward  if  the  Outsiders  win.
They’re  doing  something  brilliant  here  as  they’re  pacing
things out to the point where we forget about the third man.

That’s very smart booking and I’m in awe of how this match is
going. Tony says the Outsiders should get hurt. Wow. I’m not
sure if that’s awesome or not. Savage FINALLY gets the hot tag
and you actually can barely understand the announcers over the
crowd. Nash gets a low blow on him though…and here comes Hulk
Hogan. Heenan asks which side is he on.

The Outsiders clear the ring….and Hogan turns heel, dropping a
leg on Savage and then another one. To say the crowd is



furious is an understatement. This is legitimately a shock as
NO ONE, not Meltzer, not Keith, not Reynolds, no one called
this and if they did they were wrong at the time because from
every report I can find, this decision was made the day of or
the day before the show as Sting was scheduled to be the third
man until Hogan agreed to do it.

This was a legitimate shocker and it lived up to every bit of
the hype. Hogan turning was the one thing that made this angle
work as I’ll get into later on. This was a great moment and I
was about to cry when it happened. The fans flood the ring
with garbage as Gene gets in. Hogan cements his heel status by
saying the fans need to shut up if they want to hear what he
has to say. That line alone makes this promo.

He says the name and the rest is history. Hogan claims the
success for making WWF. I’m shocked too. Hogan says he’s bored
with WCW and is joining up with the Outsiders and calls them
the new blood of WCW. This is the one problem I had with both
this turn and Austin joining the Alliance in 2001. Both guys
said they were bored with the companies they had been in and
wanted better competition.

If you’re going to be fighting the company you used to work
for,  won’t  you  be  fighting  the  same  competition  you  were
fighting before? Hogan’s title win was over Giant who he had
fought at I think three PPVs and his first defense was against
Flair and you know that history. That just never made sense to
me.

He  throws  in  the  for  some  reason  semi-famous  line  about
Bischoff selling meat from a truck in Minneapolis which is
actually true. Hogan runs down the fans and does his trademark
line. Tony says where Hogan can go twice and we’re done.

Rating: A+. This was about launching the NWO. It worked.

Next up was a regular tag match at Hog Wild 1996.



Outsiders vs. Sting/Lex Luger

Well here’s your first half of the main event. They actually
haven’t talked much about these matches tonight so that’s a
perk. Oh and there’s supposed to be another member announced
tonight. So far it’s still the original three. Sting and Luger
get more pyro than should be humanly allowed for a single
team. Tony makes an interesting point, likely his last ever,
by saying Luger never got a chance to really compete against
Hall and Nash. That’s very true.

Heenan says that no one cares who wins or loses. Well ok then.
They point out the total lack of Savage here which I was
thinking about before this match. Hall and Luger start us off
and it’s all Hall so far. Now THIS Hall I could buy as this
great worker that everyone heralds him as. Again we see the
problem with this crowd as the mega heels get NOTHING as far
as heat goes while the faces get the same.

Luger  does  the  Pec  Dance  and  Nash  wants  Sting.  And  we
immediately see the problem that would dominate the company
for over a year: the NWO is dominating. That was the problem:
they never lost at all. I get that they need to look dominant
early so this is fine. Around the new year or even Halloween
though the WCW guys needed to start scoring some major wins.

It wouldn’t be for many months beyond that for such a thing to
happen though. Sting takes Snake Eyes and it’s all Nash who
gets cheers of course. Heenan insists no one has left. Sure
why not. Heenan accidently implies he wants the NWO to win.
How in the world did he never jump? He goes on a small rant
about how the NWO has a mastermind. Uh wasn’t that Hogan? This
has been ALL Outsiders and Heenan is cheering for Hall.

He was hilarious when he wasn’t even trying to be. Razor’s
Edge is blocked and Sting makes his hot tag. He had charisma
if nothing else. Luger just beats the tar out of everybody and
signals for the Rack on Hall as Nash is in the Scorpion on the



floor. We then get the beginning of an angle that went on
FOREVER  as  Patrick  gets  kicked  in  the  face  by  Hall  and
“accidently” lands on Luger’s leg and fast counts Luger. If he
could have done that at Starrcade 97 WCW could have stayed in
business.

Rating: C+. The Outsiders dominating was just boring. You need to let the
faces get something in but of course they didn’t because that doesn’t
make the NWO look strong. Even still though this was at least ok and made
sense given the circumstances. Now if only they had changed the formula.

Time to go after the Tag Team Titles at Halloween Havoc 1996.

Tag Titles: The Outsiders vs. Harlem Heat

That original NWO music is still awesome. Then again so is
Harlem Heat’s. The Heat had recently lost and regained the
titles from Public Enemy for a pointless reign that lasted
like two weeks. The Outsiders grab the belts and hold them up
to a pop. Seeing the whole rebellion against the angles is
very interesting. It was clear that the fans wanted something
new. WWF realized that and made Austin, the rebel character,
the top guy in the company and a face. Moral: listen to the
audience. They’ll never let you down.

Apparently Sherri is the quarterback of Harlem Heat. Well I
wouldn’t mind seeing her in the pants I guess. Stevie knocks
Hall over the top rope which they immediately explain is NOT a
DQ here. Why didn’t they just drop that stupid rule? I never
got a straight answer to that. Anyway, Heenan says this is the
first real test for the Outsiders, because clearly fighting
Luger and Sting at Hog Wild wasn’t a test right? Or Savage,
Luger and Sting or any other big combination they had. I love
idiotic lines like that.

The fans loudly boo Harlem Heat taking over. I feel sorry for
the announcers at times and then they say something stupid
enough to make me lose any and all sympathy I have for them.
The Heat dominate early on which is different than what you



would expect. Crowd is totally behind the Outsiders here. Hall
uses a chokeslam which he used back in like 93 I think. It’s
weird to think he’s been using that since Giant was in high
school.

Hall kisses Sherri. Can we get a sexual harassment lawsuit
from the congregation? Booker hooks a sleeper and gets booed
out of the building for it. Stevie gets the hot tag and cleans
house, setting up the Harlem Hangover on Hall. Parker comes in
for no apparent reason at all and swings the cane at Nash.
This of course doesn’t work and two cane shots from Nash to
Booker give the Outsiders the tag titles.

Rating: C-. Eh nothing great here but not that bad. This is far more
important for the historical aspect than anything else. The ending made
sense at least and the cheating was minimal, but the heels won with
nefarious activities so that’s all fine. This wasn’t terrible, but the
crowd told a lot of the story here as the heels got cheered and few liked
the faces.

And a defense from Starrcade 1996.

Tag Titles: Outsiders vs. Faces of Fear

The Outsiders, Kevin Nash and Scott Hall, are defending here. The Faces
of Fear are the Barbarian (I told you he stuck around for a long time)
and Meng, Robert Parker’s old bodyguard, managed by Jimmy Hart. Hall and
Meng start things off with the Tongan monster putting on a wristlock.
Hall cranks on the arm but gets caught with a stiff clothesline. Meng
charges into a boot in the corner, followed by a bulldog by Hall. The
bulldog merely seems to tick Meng off though so he pounds Hall down and
brings in Barbarian.

Off to Nash who pounds Barbarian into the corner and fires off some big
slow knees to the ribs. An elbow to the face staggers Barbarian but he
shoves the 7’0 Nash into the corner and pounds away with chops. Meng
comes in and the challengers pound Nash down to a big reaction from the
crowd. Nash tries to ram their heads together, but Wrestling Law #3 says
anyone described as a savage has a VERY hard head, meaning it has no



effect.

Nash is kicked down again for a two count for Barbarian but he misses a
middle rope elbow. Barbarian is dropped face first on the top turnbuckle
in a move called Snake Eyes (a move named by Nash when he portrayed
Vinnie Vegas) and it’s back to Hall to pound on Barbarian a bit more.
Meng comes down the apron and pulls Hall to the challengers’ corner for a
double team with Barbarian. A BIG boot to the face puts Hall down but
referee Nick Patrick, who may or may not be in the NWO’s pocket, takes
his sweet time in counting two.

Back to Meng for a very delayed piledriver for another near fall.
Barbarian tries his luck again with a bunch of chops and a good looking
powerbomb. Patrick again takes forever to count, allowing Nash to come in
for a save. Barbarian stays on Hall as Tony says he’s confused by who is
legal. To be fair though, tying his shoes confuses Tony. NWO member Syxx
goes after Jimmy Hart and the pair head to the back.

Barbarian puts on a nerve hold as Hall gets to lay on the mat. Maybe he
needs a nap after all the hard work he’s done in this match so far. After
not moving for a good 20 seconds and not being checked by Patrick, Hall
fights up and suplexes Barbarian down to escape. Tag off to Nash who gets
two off a big boot of his own. Everything breaks down and Nash powerbombs
Barbarian down to retain.

Rating: C-. This one went longer than it needed to and even when I was
eight years old I knew the Faces of Fear had no chance here. The
Outsiders held those belts for the better part of a year and a half with
no one being able to take them from them (and keep them that is). The
match was a watchable power match but the belts never felt like they were
in danger at all.

Another defense against their biggest rivals at Souled Out 1997.

Tag Titles: Outsiders vs. Steiner Brothers

This was built up forever and included attempted vehicular
manslaughter by the heels. I mean there was a video of the two
teams in their cars and the Outsiders ran them off the road.



The Scotts start us off with various levels of arm work. These
camera angles are really getting annoying as it’s hard to tell
what we’re looking at sometimes. And let’s talk about Hogan.

Rick vs. Hall now. And now back to the arm. Rick gets out of
it by punching Hall in the face. Again, when all else fails:
HIT THEM IN THE FACE! Chokeslam gets Hall out of trouble and
here’s Nash. They don’t exactly look energetic out there if
that makes sense. Scott hits that spinning belly to belly and
now more arm work. Everyone has had the arm worked on at
various times here.

This has been half punches, half arm work and half suplexes.
There were occasions where both were going on at the same
time. BIG boot puts Rick on the floor. The ring color is very
offputting  here.  This  is  your  usual  slow  and  plodding
Outsiders match with not a lot going on but a lot of time
wasting, which technically is something I guess. And now let’s
yell at DiBiase because we don’t care about the match.

Nash misses an elbow which takes us nowhere. Scott reaches out
to Rick but Rick is facing the wrong way. Maybe Scott wants to
take up proctology. Snake Eyes on the apron as we’re on the
floor now. It’s Nash and Rick still if you’re wondering. Scott
Steiner drills the other Scott and drops a bunch of F Bombs.
Good night this needs to get going already.

Scott FINALLY comes in and beats up anyone that enjoys being
outside with ease. Everything goes nuts and Scott gets the
Razor’s Edge to Scott but there’s no referee. Top rope bulldog
ends Hall and Randy Anderson comes in out of the crowd and
counts the pin. If you’re stupid enough to think this lasted
through Nitro the next night, you’re a very stupid person.

Rating: D+. Just rather boring again as the Outsiders couldn’t move at
all and it just isn’t interesting to see them fight. Nothing special at
all here as this DRAGGED. It’s the longest match of the night at fifteen
minutes almost and it felt like a lot more than that. The screwjob ending



doesn’t help much either but not a lot is going to help this show at this
point.

Time for old vs. new at Great American Bash 1997.

Tag Titles: Roddy Piper/Ric Flair vs. Outsiders

So that #1 contenders match last month really didn’t mean jack did it?
Flair and Hall start things off and there’s a toothpick to the face.
Flair gets punched down but comes back with chops to send Hall to the
floor. Back in Flair is Flipped in the corner and runs the apron right
into the big boot from Nash which gets two. Off to Big Kev who pounds him
down and gets a side slam for two.

Hall adds in some cheating but the distraction lets Piper hit a low blow
to bring in Piper. Piper hooks a quick sleeper on Hall but it’s easily
broken and Hall crotches him on the top. With both guys down, Flair beats
up Syxx on the floor. Flair fights him up the alley as Piper gets up.
There’s no one to tag so it’s two on one. This was supposed to tease a
Flair heel turn. Off to hall who pounds away and slaps Piper on the back
of the head a lot. Roddy says bring it on but he gets Nash instead,
resulting in a bunch of knees to the ribs. Big boot puts him down and
it’s off to Hall for the Edge to retain.

Rating: D. There was a lot of laying around for a lot of the match and
the ending was pretty stupid. Flair was supposed to turn heel but Piper
bailed to Hollywood so the turn didn’t go anywhere. This was nothing of
note and Flair going up the aisle with Syxx seemed pretty stupid for
Flair to do. The ending was more or less a squash anyway.

We need more Horsemen. From Nitro on July 22, 1997.

Tag Titles: Outsiders vs. Ric Flair/Chris Benoit

I’m pretty sure this is a title match. Tony says it is, and while this is
probably a bad idea, I’ll go with it. Pay no attention to the Steiners
winning like 84 #1 contenders matches in a row prior to this. We start
with a brawl and Flair vs. Hall get us going in the ring. The Horsemen
stand tall (not as tall as the Outsiders but tall in the metaphorical



sense) until we officially start with Benoit and Hall.

Scott tries to pound him down but Benoit hits a dragon screw leg whip and
a northern lights suplex for two. Hall bails so it’s off to Nash for a
try at the Canadian. Actually make that the Carolinian who is immediately
shoved down by Big Kev. Nash does all of his usual stuff in the corner
but Flair comes back with punches to the face. Syxx pops Flair in the
back of the head, giving Nash two off a side slam.

Back to Hall for the fallaway slam for two more. Nash comes in for some
more high quality choking and the running crotch attack while Flair is
throat first across the middle rope. Hall hits a running clothesline in
the corner to keep Flair in trouble. Nash hits a big over the shoulder
Snake Eyes on Flair before it’s back to Hall. Flair grabs a sleeper out
of nowhere but Hall reverses into one of his own, only to have Flair
quickly suplex out of it.

There’s the hot tag to Benoit who cleans house on both Outsiders.
Clotheslines put both guys down and Flair stops Syxx from breaking up the
Swan Dive. The headbutt gets two on Hall until Nash makes the save.
Benoit punches out of the Jackknife but a Hall distraction lets Nash hit
the big boot for a pin out of nowhere.

Rating: C+. I remember this match being a lot better. The ending seemed
very rushed and likely happened because they were out of time. If you
gave this match another five to seven minutes, it could go way up in
quality. Benoit getting a chance to shine is always a good thing, as he
was really starting to come into his own at this point. Not a bad match
but nothing great either.

Another title defense from Nitro on September 15, 1997.

Tag Titles: Outsiders vs. Wrath/Mortis

Hall and Mortis start things off with the Outsiders making fun of how
over the top the challengers are. Scott cranks on the arm before pounding
away but Mortis comes back with a big kick. He then spits on Hall’s body,
despite wearing am ask meaning the spit would go nowhere. Hall comes
right back with the fallaway slam and it’s off to Wrath vs. Nash.



Big Kev pounds him into the corner but Wrath throws him into the opposite
corner and beats the TAR out of Nash, including getting two off a bicycle
kick. Off to Mortis for a Russian legsweep and a middle rope legdrop for
two each. A Syxx distraction lets Nash get in the big boot to both guys.
The Jackknife ends Mortis.

Rating: C+. WAY better than I was expecting here, which is what I’ve
wound up saying about every Mortis/Wrath match I’ve seen so far. Wrath
had potential if he never had to talk, but since it was WCW he wound up
being fed to people like Nash and Rick Steiner for the sake of making the
old guys look good. The fans were getting into this when the Outsiders
were in trouble. Naturally Hall and Nash wouldn’t be beaten for the
titles until January.

After losing the belts to the Steiners, the NWO created their own titles
and held a unification match on Nitro, January 12, 1998.

Tag Titles: Outsiders vs. Steiner Brothers

This is billed as a unification match but the NWO Tag Titles were never
official, meaning the Steiners are the only champions coming in. As a
side note: why are there so many people named Scott in this company?
Scott Norton, Scott Steiner, Scott Hall, Scotty Riggs, and they’re always
in tag matches against each other around this time. Hogan comes out with
the Outsiders. The fans seem to be on WCW’s side in the survey.

The Scotts start things off as we hear that Flair has been fined for the
attack on Neidhart a few moments ago. Scott Steiner throws Hall’s
toothpick back at him and shoves Hall down with pure power. Hall drives
some shoulders into the other Scott but gets shoved into the Steiner
corner and ping ponged back and forth with right hands. Hall gets
powerbombed down and Nash is caught in a double suplex to send the
challengers retreating. Randy Savage is at ringside as well.

The fans want Sting but get an an intense talk between Savage and Hogan
instead. Back in and it’s Rick vs. Hall with both guys pounding away in
the corner. Off to Nash for the first time to drive knees into Rick’s
ribs. Rick gets a boot up in the corner and a middle rope clothesline
gets two. Back to Scott Steiner who gets clotheslined down before it’s



back to Hall. A chokeslam puts Scott Steiner down but he comes back with
a quick belly to belly suplex for two on Hall.

Back to Rick who cranks on a leg lock before shifting to a half crab.
Hall fights up and brings Nash back in, only to have him caught in a leg
crank of his own. Nash comes right back for Snake Eyes (not bad a mere
three weeks after missing the biggest show of the year because of a knee
injury) but Rick slips down his back. Rick loads up the Steiner Bulldog
but Hogan crotches him before Rick can jump. Scott Steiner goes after
Hogan as Hall hits the fallaway slam for two on Rick.

Things settle down and Nash gets two off the side slam. Rick fights back
against Hall but Nash knees him in the back. Scott Steiner argues with
the referee and Rick bumps into said referee as everything breaks down.
Nash covers Rick but Savage goes up for the elbow on Kevin, but the big
man moves and the elbow hits Rick, giving the Outsiders the pin and the
titles back.

Rating: C. The match was decent enough, likely due to these teams
fighting each other so many times over the years. With all the NWO big
shots at ringside it was hard to imagine the Outsiders not taking the
belts back but it’s nice to see Hogan slumming it with the tag titles.
The fans make a good point though: where was Sting? Their big hero and
savior can’t even come out for a save here or at least come out an even
the odds a bit?

One more time against Rick and Scott at SuperBrawl VIII.

Tag Titles: Outsiders vs. Steiner Brothers

The Brothers are defending in match #847 of this feud. The NWO easily
wins the survey tonight. Hall starts against Rick with the latter firing
off Steiner Lines and right hands. An overhead belly to belly puts him
down and Nash is knocked to the floor as well. Scott Steiner comes in for
the signature pose….and turns on his brother, FINALLY joining the NWO.
Dusty sends DiBiase into the post but Hall only gets two on Rick. Rick
fights out of the Outsiders’ corner and doesn’t seem to know what his
brother did. The Outsider’s Edge his a few seconds later to change the
titles.



Rating: N/A. This was an angle instead of a match. It had been a full six
days since someone joined the NWO so you can’t blame them for needing a
turn here. This had been building for a long time but it still felt
shocking, especially given how early in the match it was. It was probably
for the best too as the Steiners were long past their expiration date as
a team.

After a few more matches, the team would be apart for a long time, not
hooking up again until November 30, 1998 on Nitro.

Horace Hogan/Scott Steiner vs. Outsiders

The Outsiders do the Rock Paper Scissors to determine who starts against
Horace. The NWO referee is in there as well. Hall nails the driving
shoulders and puts on an armbar, only to walk into a hard clothesline. A
hiptoss is countered into a chokeslam from Hall but it’s off to Scott
Steiner. It’s Steiner with a muscle clothesline and a fast count is good
for two. A butterfly suplex gets the same for Steiner on the other Scott
but Steiner charges into a boot in the corner.

The middle rope bulldog gets two for Hall but the referee counts VERY
slowly. Steiner comes back with a low blow but Nash saves Hall from some
Horace choking. Back in and Horace stomps away and gets two off a
backbreaker and splash. We hit the front facelock for a bit until Hall
fights up and makes the tag to Nash. The NWO referee doesn’t count it but
Nash comes in anyway and cleans house until Hall hits the Edge on Horace.
No count of course so Nash Jackknifes the referee and a WCW referee comes
in for the pin. Nash walks out as soon as the pin goes down.

Rating: D+. Another angle instead of a match here and Nash running off
was interesting. I’m not sure where Steiner went after the hot tag but it
fits the idea of the NWO wanting to run away from a real fight. The fans
were really excited about the idea of the Outsiders being back together
again, which is why I doubt it’s going to keep happening.

Time to kill off a marketing gold mine at SuperBrawl IX.

Kevin Nash/??? vs. Konnan/Rey Mysterio Jr.



This is Rey’s mask vs. Liz’s hair due to Lex Luger bullying Rey. Nash’s
mystery partner is….Scott Hall. Liz is looking great here in a short
skirt, tight low cut red top to show off the surgery and thigh high
boots. Luger is seconding the Outsiders. Heenan rants about how stupid he
thinks Mysterio’s mask in the most heelish thing he’s said in a long
time. I know Heenan is mean most of the time but it’s usually more sly
than flat out mean.

Hall throws the toothpick at Mysterio so Rey throws it right back. Rey
gets thrown down twice in a row but he comes back with a quick armdrag. A
springboard seated senton (called a Thesz Press by Schiavone) drops Hall
and Rey nails Nash with a forearm for good measure. He dives too many
times though and gets caught in a fall away slam. Nash comes in and
throws Rey down by the throat as Heenan keeps ripping into Mysterio about
the mask.

Back to Hall for some clotheslines and you can clearly see a purple and
yellow Razor Ramon elbow pad sticking out from under the Wolfpack pad.
Rey escapes the Outsider’s Edge and tags in Konnan who hammers away until
Nash gets in a cheap shot from the apron. There’s the big boot choke in
the corner before it’s back to Hall as Rey plays cheerleader on the
apron. Konnan fights back but a double clothesline puts he and Hall down.
Liz and Luger seem to be plotting something on the floor.

Rey gets the tag and dropkicks both Outsiders before using Nash’s back as
a launching pad to dropkick Hall a second time. Everything breaks down
and the fans are getting back into it. Luger pulls Konnan to the floor
and sends him into the steps as Rey hits a moonsault press on Nash,
nailing him in the head with his knee to knock Kevin silly. Liz distracts
the referee though, allowing Hall to give Rey the Edge and put Nash on
top for the pin.

Rating: D. This wasn’t as long as the previous match but the ending is
just as stupid. As soon as you knew Liz’s hair would be on the line you
knew the NWO would win, but WCW’s stupidity continues as they think Rey
is better without his mask. Heaven forbid you sell the thing and make a
bunch of money off of it or something like that. Also the name King of
Mystery doesn’t have quite the same meaning now. This is another match



that didn’t need to happen and whose only purpose seems to be to
disappoint the fans.

It would be awhile before the team hooked up again but when they did they
had a shot at the Tag Team Titles. From Nitro on December 13, 1999.

Tag Team Titles: Goldberg/Bret Hart vs. Outsiders

Before the match we go to the back and see Hart (World Champion) injured
in his dressing room with Goldberg checking on him. Goldberg comes out
holding both belts and is ready to go it alone. He easily knocks both
guys to the floor and tells Hall to bring it on. Scott comes back in and
gets caught in a wristlock so Goldberg can mess with his hair. A suplex
gets two on Hall and it’s off to Nash who gets taken down by a flying
shoulder block.

Hall’s distraction lets Nash get in a big boot and the challengers take
over. Hall hammers away in the corner and a double stomp has Goldberg in
trouble. Things settle down again with Hall raking the eyes and nailing a
chokeslam as Bret staggers out. He hammers on both Outsiders and gets
Nash in the Sharpshooter but Hall makes a fast save. Goldberg gets back
up and spears Hall in half. We miss Bret getting taken down with a shot
to the knee and see Nash covering him for the pin and the titles.

Rating: D+. This was an angle to set up Starrcade more than anything else
but I’m glad they didn’t have the belts as we go into the PPV on Sunday.
There’s nothing here but oddly enough neither guy turned on the other.
The Outsiders wouldn’t hold the belts long and that’s probably better for
everyone involved.

Hall and Nash would wind up in the WWF in early 2002 and teamed with
Hogan on Raw, March 11, 2002.

New World Order vs. Steve Austin/The Rock

This is the first time the NWO has ever competed together in the WWF.
Rock and Hall start things off but a Hogan distraction lets Hall take
over. This is a handicap match if that didn’t come through. Rock comes
back and Hogan bails from the apron in fear. A clothesline gets two for



Hall and it’s off to Nash. Rock pounds away but a sidewalk slam gets two
for Nash. Snake Eyes puts Rock down and it’s off to Hogan.

Hogan pounds on Rock a bit and suplexes him down before Hall and Nash
work Rock over a bit. There’s the hot tag to Austin who cleans house.
Nash somehow botches a Thesz Press from Austin so Austin hits a
spinebuster on Hall instead. Nash can’t even hit Austin in the head right
so Austin clotheslines the Outsiders down. A big boot, the only move even
Nash can’t screw up, takes Austin down and it’s back to Hall.

The fallaway slam gets two for Scott and it’s back to Nash. Kevin pounds
on Austin in the corner and it’s back to Hall. A clothesline puts Austin
down for two and now for the only time that I can EVER remember, it’s
Hogan vs. Austin. Hogan pounds away with some punches and a chokeslam
before tagging out to Hall. It only lasts 25 seconds, but that actually
felt special. Hall chokeslams Austin down but the Razor’s Edge is broken
up by a backdrop.

Austin’s comeback is stopped AGAIN by a clothesline but he takes Hall
right back down. Hot tag brings in Rock vs. Nash and Rock cleans
house….for about 20 seconds before Nash takes him down again. This feels
like WCW all over again. Off to Hogan to clean up the Rock scraps, but
Rock nips up to terrify Hulk. Nash of course stops the momentum and
everything breaks down. In a REALLY anti-climactic ending, Hogan punches
Rock, hits the boot and legdrop and gets the pin.

Rating: D+. Huge historical moment aside, this was a really odd match. It
was basically a squash with the NWO never really breaking a sweat against
two of the biggest stars of all time. Nash looked like he had never been
in a ring before and the whole thing looked awful. Then again, this had
Steve Austin vs. Hulk Hogan in a legal match so it gets an automatic
pass.

And again on Raw, March 18, 2002.

The Rock/Hulk Hogan vs. Outsiders

Hogan’s entrance is already going when we get back from a break and the
Outsiders are in the ring. Good to know that’s not important enough to



make Stephanie quit whining. The brawl is on quick until we start with
Hogan vs. Hall. Hulk hits his punches in the corner and rakes the back
before Hall gets caught between the right hands from the superheroes. Off
to Rock for the spinebuster but Nash breaks up the People’s Elbow.

Nash comes in legally with the side slam before ramming knees in the
corner. Hall comes back in and stops Rock’s comeback with the fallaway
slam for two. The Outsiders take turns stomping on Rock but Rock escapes
Nash’s Snake Eyes and hits the Rock Bottom for no cover. The hot tag
brings in Hogan to clean house as everything breaks down. Hogan drops the
leg despite coming from the wrong direction but Hall rolls to the floor
for the countout.

Rating: D+. This was energetic while it lasted but they didn’t have time
to go anywhere. Also there was no way this was going to be about the
wrestling and there’s nothing wrong with that on a show like this. It was
entertaining and a fun match to see happen and that’s all you need
sometimes.

It was off to TNA after this with one of their few matches together
taking place at Turning Point 2004.

Jeff Hardy/AJ Styles/Randy Savage vs. Kings of Wrestling

Savage was kidnapped remember. The Kings come out to Elvis impersonator
music and Elvis suits. AJ looks like he‘s about 19 here. Jarrett is
world champion. Hall looks almost human. AJ and Jarrett start us off.
Bah I can‘t say Jeff in this. AJ and the champ see who can get the
bigger reactions from the crowd then do some technical stuff. A
headscissors takes Jarrett down and a dropkick takes him down again.

Off to Hall. He and Nash are wrestling in those Elvis suits. Give me a
break. Hall works on the arm so AJ takes the knees out to control. He
wants Nash so Hall spits at him and makes the tag. AJ uses the speed
again and dropkicks all three Kings down. Hardy is tagged in and
dropkicks Hall and Jarrett down as things speed up. Slingshot dropkick
by Hardy has Nash in trouble.

Nash gets in a big boot and Hardy is in trouble. Here‘s the champ who



beat Hardy last month at Victory Road. I always thought that was two or
three months before this show. Jarrett hot shots him on the top rope
and it‘s time to strut. Back to Hall for a discus punch and chokeslam
for two. Nash comes in for a sideslam which gets two also. Back to Hall
who hooks the abdominal stretch. Nothing but trademark stuff from the
Outsiders.

Hall hooks a modified STF but pulls on the hair instead of the neck.
That has to hurt. Hardy gets his mule kick (catching Hall squarely in
the hand) which is enough for the tag to AJ. Things speed up again and
AJ cleans house. Moonsault into the reverse DDT gets two. Styles Clash
to Jarrett is avoided and Nash breaks up the springboard forearm.
Fallaway slam for two as we‘re just waiting on Savage to make the big
miracle appearance.

Nash hits the framed elbow (complete with Karate Elvis Action!) for
two. Back to Jarrett and they work over the ribs which the Outsiders
started on. Naturally this leads to the Figure Four LEG Lock but AJ
rolls him up for two. Hall breaks up the tag and Nash hooks a bearhug.
See, THAT makes sense. AJ makes the unseen tag and it‘s back to
Jarrett. They slug it out and both hit cross bodies to put them down.

AJ finally makes the tag to Hardy and house is cleaned. Stroke is
countered into a Twist of Stunner and AJ adds a springboard cross body
to Hall. Nash takes out the referee though as the numbers are catching
up with them. Hardy goes up for the Swanton but Hall hits him with the
guitar. Hardy falls forward onto Jarrett for the Swanton anyway but
there‘s no referee. Here‘s Savage with a big old bald spot as is his
custom. Naturally with everyone down he wants a tag and fires off right
hands. All three of the Kings get caught in sleepers for some reason.
Jarrett tries a sunset flip but Savage falls on him for the pin.

Rating: C-. The match was ok but the ending was HORRIBLE (again).
Savage might have been out there 90 seconds. He would be gone the next
day because he proposed a one month title reign for himself and said
he‘d drop it back to Jarrett the next month but it was vetoed. That‘s
his last match, which is a sad note to go out on.



We’ll have to jump way ahead again to their final run together in TNA,
starting at Lockdown 2010.

Team 3D vs. The Band

It’s Hall and Nash in case you missed it. And it’s not a cage
match anymore but a St. Louis Street Fight where falls count
anywhere in the building. Uh, sure why not. This actually is a
major match given the teams in it so points for that. They
start on the ramp and the Outsider’s Edge is blocked.

We’re in the crowd already. 3D said no one came to see a match
but rather a fight. That makes sense at least. If the Waltman
no-showing  thing  is  legit,  good  riddance.  The  crowd  is
definitely making this show much better. We’re back in the
ring now with D-Von all by himself. What’s Up hits on Hall. 3D
through the table ends this. This was almost a squash match.
Well I didn’t expect that one at all.

Rating: C+. Pretty decent brawl here. I was really surprised at the
ending though as Hall just took 3D and got pinned. It looks like they’re
pushing 3D towards the tag titles again which is the epitome of a head
scratcher but whatever. Decent enough match since I like 3D so there you
are.

And one final time at Sacrifice 2010.

Tag Titles: The Band vs. Ink Inc.

Since Morgan isn’t champion anymore, there’s more or less no
build here. Why would you need one of those? Ink Inc. CLEARLY
is enough drawing power to not need an angle or a feud or
anything pesky like that. Oh and clearly THESE TWO are the
second best team in the company. Hall and Moore start us off.
Wow I can’t stand these challengers.

Tenay and Taz continue their brilliance by pointing out that
they number one contenders have had one match which they had
after being named number one contenders. Brilliant guys. The



Outsiders use all of their old favorites and it’s just not
that interesting. I love Hall just standing there watching his
partner getting the heck beaten out of him.

Down goes the referee as the spear misses. Young, armed with a
kendo stick is here. Neal gets a spear on Nash though. That’s
a bit surprising. Bubba comes out and yells at Nash before
popping Neal with the stick. Oh here we go again. Young pulls
Nash on top for the cover and the pin.

Rating: D. Seriously? THIS is the best tag title match they could come up
with? That makes my head hurt. Just not an interesting match at all and
boring to top that off. Horrible and likely worst of the night so far.
It’s the last time the Outsiders have wrestled together on a major show
as of October 2014 and that’s a good thing given how this went.

The Outsiders are a team that is much more important for its impact than
their  wrestling  matches  and  there’s  nothing  wrong  with  that.  They
dominated the WCW Tag Team Titles for several years and no one other than
maybe the Steiners early in the 90s came close. Their matches were
watchable most of the time and for a team who was as high profile as they
were, that’s all they needed to be.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new book of
1997 WCW Monday Nitro Reviews at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00NPPH0WI

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for under $4 at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00NPPH0WI
http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

